SCHOOL OF DIGITAL ENGINEERING AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
First engineering school in Africa and in the Euro-Mediterranean area
EIDIA, a component of the University, is a higher education, training and research
establishment.
EIDIA is the only engineering school on artificial intelligence in the Euro-Mediterranean
and African space, and the 4th in the world after that of MIT "Massachusetts Institute of
Technology" and the universities of Shanghai and Hong Kong.
EIDIA offers advanced engineering training in the areas of artificial intelligence, big data
science, robotics, cyber security, and web and mobile technologies.
The EIDIA reinforces the international positioning of Morocco which is committed within
the framework of the digital plan and the digital strategy 2020 to be one of the best
performing countries in the Middle East / Africa region in terms of infrastructure, IT
business environment and number of digital professionals trained each year.
With world-class infrastructures, EIDIA students benefit from a solid education based on
the acquisition of digital engineering know-how and practical applications in the fields of
industry, finance, marketing and than other key sectors ...
The school is equipped with educational tools and state-of-the-art equipment with in
particular: the largest digital and 3D design platform DassaultSystèmes in Africa,
programmable robots, sensors and embedded systems in addition to virtual reality and a
3D printing center unique in Morocco.
The training offered by EIDIA is accredited and the diplomas issued recognized by the
Moroccan State.
SPECIALTIES


Artificial intelligence



Web & Mobile Technologies (planned)



Big Data Analysis



Robotics and Cobotics



Cyber Security

PROFILE
In an era of digital transformation where knowledge trades are delegated to machines,
the AI engineer is at the heart of this transformation by creating computer programs
capable of performing complex tasks of reasoning, communication and learning like the
human being.
What opportunities?


Intelligent System Developer



Robot Programmer



AI Consultant Expert



Engineer Project Manager

